
Session One PE with Joe Wicks 30 min session at 9am! Go along to The Body Coach’s You Tube channel and join in with me!  
Make sure you have had suitable clothing and breakfast first!  
Tip: if you have SkyQ or a Chromecast device, you can use the TV screen! 

Session Two Maths – Five-minute test. Time yourself. Answer these ten questions and time yourself for 5 minutes. Write your answers in the front of your 
yellow book with the date and tomorrow I will send out the answers your daily lessons for you to green pen.  
 
Work through the first 4 sections of the following lesson until you reach this point.   

 
https://app.mymaths.co.uk/269-lesson/circumference-of-a-circle 
 

If you would like to continue learning about  (pi) and have a calculator with this button on it, then you can continue with the above 
lesson. Otherwise, stop at this point and have a go at the tasks on the PDF. The answers to the first task are on a separate pdf.  
 
To finish your maths lesson, please log onto Times Tables Rock Stars for ten minutes and work through your garage mode. When you have 
finished, why not take part in your Battle of the Bands against Indigo Class? We can win this Violet Class!0o  

Session Three 
 
English  

 Sir Isaac Newton’s Colour Experiment 
 
Read the fact sheet about Sir Isaac Newton and complete the questions on the separate PDF. You can then mark your answers using a green pen 
against my answers. This comprehension will give you a little bit more background on Sir Isaac Newton and some of his work.  

Session Four 
 
Science 

Make a Spectroscope   
 
Read the spectroscope instructions and follow the template sheet to make your own spectroscope.  
I had a go at this so here are a few pointers from me: 

- Get some help and supervision with cutting slit a and the little rectangle b and square c as these are fiddly to get to. 
- Don’t use your favourite DVD just in case it gets scratched. Ask if you can borrow an unused disc or a disc that isn’t that important.  
- NEVER look directly at the sun. DO NOT look directly at the sun through your spectroscope.  
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These tasks have been designed to help you ‘structure’ your day. You and your parents/carers have to work together to decide which tasks are non-negotiable and which are 

not. I am excited to see all the learning that is taking place in your home and look forward to seeing all of your work! 

 

https://app.mymaths.co.uk/269-lesson/circumference-of-a-circle


 

 

 

 

- You will need to move from side to side and up and down when looking through the spectroscope at your chosen light source to find the 
best view of the spectrum of colours.  

- I used a cereal packet as I didn’t have any other card and it worked fine. I also just held my spectroscope together rather than try and 
glue it together. You could probably tape it together if you wanted to but holding it together does the job.   

 
Have a play and let me know how you get on. 
 
The spectroscope instruction page has more information on how and why spectroscopes are used.    

Session Five 
 
RE 

LEARNING FOCUS 4: Witnesses to the Easter Message: Lydia. 

Read through the PDF. The piece of scripture based on Acts 16:11-15 is written from the point of view of Paul, Luke and Timothy and documents 
their meeting with Lydia. Your task is to write a recount from the point of view of Lydia.  Think about how Lydia may have felt when she met Paul, 
Luke and Timothy. The questions she may have had for them and what their answers may have been. Think about how being baptised may have 
made her feel. Include these thoughts, feelings and questions in your response. 

 


